Dear Commissioners, I am very concerned that the Commission is going to vote for a partisan district map for Sandoval County. The maps proposed by the former state Republican senator are very concerning. It is apparent that making district maps fair for all citizens based on the six Nonpartisan Principles of Redistricting was NOT adhered to by Mr. Adair. Splitting communities, packing Native Americans to diminish their vote/voice and not paying attention to areas that are fast growing and will exceed the maximum population in less than five years.

I urge you to carefully consider which map is the fairest and will allow people to pick their representatives - instead of politicians choosing who votes for them. The fairest map that I have studied is the Fair Sandoval Plan. It adheres to all six of the principles of Redistricting.

I do NOT want gerrymandered districts from any party. I want the fairest districts for all of Sandoval County. The Fair Sandoval Plan is the plan that should be adopted. Please think about your duty as a Commissioner and duty to represent the citizens of Sandoval County with integrity and honor.